
Tea and Weight Loss ~ The Rules 

 

#1  No more liquid calories 
     When a faucet is overflowing and flooding a room, it makes no sense to start mopping the floor 
if you haven’t turned off the water.  The easiest way to lower your daily caloric intake is to eliminate ALL 
drinks that have calories.  Stop consuming caloric beverages such as: 
          Soda        140 calories (12 oz size) 
  Fruit juice  112 calories (orange, 8 oz) 
  Energy Drinks  200 calories (Monster) 
  Chai latte  130 calories   
  Milk ~ Dairy and plant based   40-150 calories per cup 
  Alcoholic Sprits  65 calories 
  Wine   119 calories 
  Beer   150 calories 
  Kombucha  70 calories 
  Cider   130 calories 
  Sports drinks  158 calories (Gatorade) 
  Coffee shop drinks and lattes with flavored syrups, whipped cream, etc. 400-800 calories 
  Bottled Espresso Coffee 210 calories (Starbucks) 

Protein drinks  160 calories (Ensure) 
  Smoothies from a powder     148 calories 
  Bottled teas  150 calories (Lipton) 
  Bottled juice drinks 270 calories (Naked brand) 
  Coffee    0 calories (black nothing added) 
  Tea with sugar, milk or anything else added  200 calories 
No one drink alone can cause you to lose weight but developing a strategy and plan around beverages 
can really help.  Read labels and don’t be fooled.  If a packaged beverage’s nutrition label has calories, 
but it seems low, check the number of servings.  This is how the industry is tricking consumers into 
consuming more liquid calories by saying there are 4 servings in a bottle knowing you will consume the 
whole thing thinking it is low calorie.  Only drink NO calorie beverages such as: 
  Water (fully hydrate first thing in the morning to cut cravings all day) 
  Tea and tea blends with no calories and nothing added 
  Naturally flavored zero calorie bottled water without artificial sweeteners 
That may look like a limited list to choose from but be assured it contains infinite possibilities to keep 
you hydrated and engaged with limitless flavor options.  My tea shop alone has 125 zero calorie tea and 
tea blend options to get your tastebuds dancing, experiment and find flavors you love.  Jazz up water in 
a million ways;  add an ice cube sized chunk of watermelon to a glass of ice water, add a slice of 
cucumber, sprig of mint, slice of ginger, a single strawberry etc.  Try adding a squeeze from a wedge of 
fresh lemon, lime, orange, tangerine, or grapefruit for a citrus kick.  A splash of apple cider vinegar can 
help ignite fat burning and 3 drops of grapefruit essential oil in water has been proven to stall hunger 
and cravings.  Get creative and make a commitment to ZERO calorie beverages to help you achieve 
maximum weight loss.     
   
 
 


